Abstract-To solve the stability and rapidity problem of visual tracking, the paper presents a method that the characteristic points in sequenced images assemblies for target is collected by the Gabor filter, and turned into matching templates. The detection with the Sobel operator is used to get initial points position, to determine each initial point parameter, and in this way we can speed up optimizing for parameters. The experimental result has been verified that the arithmetic is with highly reliability and availability, it can avoid the affection by target feature collecting from background, so the method has the benefit to the real time binocular tracking.
INTRODUCTION
The vision tracking for moving target is a key research branch in image processing and computer vision field. The vision tracking is a process dealing with the dynamic photographic sequences taken from the camera. The procedure includes analysis, detection, collecting, identification and moving target tracking, returning the target information of position, velocity, accelerated velocity and so on. The vision tracking technique has been widely applied in tracking for military, medical, safety monitoring, transportation vehicles [1] .
There are lots of target tracking methods mainly summarized in those based on four types at present: active contour, feature, area and model. To a large extent, the tracking arithmetic precision and robustness depend on the expression of moving target and the definition of similarity measure, furthermore the real-time performance of the tracking arithmetic is determined by both the matching search strategy and the filtering forecast arithmetic [2] [3] . In the matching method based on image features, the moving target tracking is realized through the characteristic points matching the target features, those features are in the images sequence from the video streaming. The features can be one of the members: point, line, edge and outline, however the combinations of them are also some complicated features [4] .
As a special case of discrete filter transfer, Gabor filter is able to reduce image noise. Compared with traditional FFT image processing, it possesses various scales, and its calculation time drops dramatically. These specialties will create premise condition for the feature matching and quick tracking. In addition, the window function of Gabor filter is Gaussian one, therefore its performance is similar to mammals vision with adjustable orientation characters, so Gabor filter has widely been used in image processing, identification and target tracking [5] .
To improve accuracy and speed of target recognition of mobile robot, a method of target recognition based on YUV color model and Gabor filter is proposed by WANG Xiaorong [6] . On the other hand, YAN Jiang-guo [7] performs a method of wavelet transform on a set of pre-determined facial points, then tracks those points in following frames with computed wavelet coefficients(Jets). Furthermore, a novel Gabor-2D Fisherface approach with selecting 2D Gabor principal components and discriminant vectors is proposed for face recognition by Xiao-Yuan Jing [8] .
The paper introduces the Gabor filter into target feature tracking of binocular vision, it presents a target tracking method based on Gabor filter. For the quick identification with the target, the tracking of quick moving target can overcome the problems such as less smooth stability in the complex wrong structure environment. The full article analyses the arithmetic of Gabor filter and the way how to choose the parameters. From comparison of different collecting Gabor feature, the article presents the dimensions search reduced method which is applied into binocular tracking experimental platform for verification [9] .
II. ANLYSIS OF GABOR FILTER ARITHMETIC
The feature described method of Gabor filter is the integrated one based on both gray level and feature. The reason for based on feature is that: to get feature, the Gabor filter coefficients with different orientations and scales should be extracted from gray level distribution of image. The group of features and its position information describes the target. The reason for based on gray level is that: the Gabor filter can utilize the features extracted for rebuilding image completely. The arithmetic retains position and shape information except image average value.
A. Analysis of Gabor filter
Gabor function is the product of oval shaped Gaussian function and Gauss plane wave. A 2-dimensionality Gabor function is defined as 
-arctan( 0 0 ), the frequency ( 0 , 0 ) in transmission orientation of Gauss plane wave, the orientation is along the minor axis orientation of the ellipse Gaussian function; scale factor -; parameter k-w
B. Choice of Gabor filter parameter
0.
Choose the angle parameter: is more suitable for target tracking, and L=8, Q=5 is been selected; Figure 3 is the original image before pass the filter, yet Figure 4 is the result from the filter group convolution of Figure3. Figure 4 has shown that: those Gabor filters with larger values in scale parameter are able to describe overall situation information in high level, what is good for collecting general appearance. On the contrary, the filters with smaller values are sensitive to image information in detail, what is benefit to collect particular ones. Furthermore, the adjustability for the image angle parameter also reflects the gray level information of image in different orientations.
C. Collecting Characteristic Point by Going through in Proper Order and Matching Method
The non-orthogonality of Gabor function makes Gabor region response values contain a good deal of redundancy information through Gabor filter, therefore the characteristic points which is mostly representative for image features should be found among these values. In this way, the tracking arithmetic applied will get the reliability. The point collection with high level energy is usually the group of obvious feature in an image. For this reason, it is a significant judgment to choose energy information as the identification arithmetic for seeking image characteristic points.
On the basis of experience value from the experiment, the collecting arithmetic of characteristic point can be controlled by the energy threshold From the comparison between Figure 5 and Figure 6 , though the number and the position of characteristic points gotten from Gabor filter have some slight alterations, the next identification course is affected little through the experiment verified. When the scale of target has been changed, the response value will vary a lot after passing the filter. The problem can be solved by normalization method, which can ensure each point response value within a stable rang. However the time degree using going through in proper order for feature collecting arithmetic is too long.
in angle parameter and Q=5 in scale parameter shown in figure 5 . The characteristic points are collected in the same background after its location and scale has changed in figure 6.
When the position and orientation with Gabor filter is same as the edge, the filter gets the peak response value. On the other hand, the value rapidly drops inside the neighborhood of the edge. Due to the filter peculiarity, Sobel edge detection is applied to lessen the arithmetic time degree: 
m -the edge orientation, the angle parameter value for the mth characteristic point with Gabor filter. Optimizing for the scale parameter happens latter than doing for the angle and position ones. At the position (x 0m ,y 0m ) with angle m , use the method of going through in proper order within one dimension, searching along the two orientations including the edge and normal one, the w 0m value, which makes the energy function E(x,y,w 0 get the maximum, is the scale parameter of characteristic point (x 0m ,y 0m Now, a suitable filters gather for the target in one flame has gotten: ). The searching range of this filter parameter optimizing arithmetic is changed from two dimensions to one. Perfecting filter parameter collecting, speeding up convergence and enhancing target tracking speed is the advantage for this way. Utilizing the Sobel operator, when M=16 in formula (11), the target feature position detected information is shown in Figure  7 .
III. REALIZATION OF GABOR FILTER BINOCULAR VISION TRACKING METHOD

A. Target collecting and tracking
The tracking method is comprised of collecting for moving target, choosing Gabor filter and tracking feature. Gabor filter feature tracking course of the main camera of binocular vision, is shown in Figure 8 :
The tracking method specialty is based on: (1) Take the differential flame method with simple arithmetic to speed up tracking, determine the target range firstly to prepare for choosing a suitable Gabor window initial value. (2) Collect the useful Gabor feature information as the contrast in the next flame, then get those highly fitted and show them promptly. (3) Build a binocular feature tracking system, for obtaining threedimensional geometrical object information.
B. Supporting for the Binocular Stereo Vision with Gabor Feature Points
The basic principle of binocular stereo vision is a method of getting target three-dimensional information by collecting the both images with different viewing angles in the scene from two cameras, through the analysis of the correspondence between the target points with the image processing.
The edge feature points based on Gabor filter are similar to the initial ones of the target binocular matched. When the conditions are met, combined with the parallax information and standardization model of binocular vision, the matched ones can realize tracking and orientation of the moving target. The course model is (1) Through the standardization method for the left and right binocular vision system cameras, the internal lens distortion parameter and each external parameter for both cameras are gotten. The external one is the space coordinates in the world coordinate system. Furthermore the space transition matrix between the cameras which shows the cameras locations relative to each one can be calculated by the external parameters before.
(2) Confirming the target position, the Gabor feature points are collected in the major camera to become the ones for the feature points matched in the minor camera.
(3) The matched points similar to the major ones are detected in the area around the feature ones of the minor camera image. Choose the each point in the minor camera image as the searching center, if the similarity value for the point detected is smaller than the threshold, the corresponding point has been found.
(4) Mapping with the external parameter, the position information with feature points based Gabor transformation is prepare for the parallax.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS
The binocular bionic vision experimental platform has been built. (Figure 9 ) The experimental platform consists of CPU P43.0GHz, RAM with 2G capacity and programming environment with Visual Studio 2010. Depending on these hardware and software platforms, the image data has been collected by double CCD cameras, and the Gabor filter vision tracking arithmetic presented in this paper has also been verified. Figure 10 shows the CCD cameras in the binocular vision platform get the red target images with the different light intensity. Figure 11 shows the image succession of tracking target based on the features. The contrast effect when the formula is M=3 and M=16 is shown in Figure 12 .
The tracking experiment of the images succession display that:
(1) The feature template is efficient to track target, which is gotten from the continuous Gabor filter with different position, scale and angle by the linear combination method;
(2) The more the feature templates for filter group are, the higher tracking precision is; (3)The features collected by Gabor filter transformation is not sensitive to the light intensity and the contrast of the background, so the target can also been tracked when the light intensity and contrast of the background varies; (4) However, the situation with too many filter characteristic points reduces tracking speed. For this reason, the balance between the tracking precision and the velocity required should be considered synthetically to choose the filter number. As a matter of experience, the value of characteristic points number is usually in the range from 10 to 20, which can meet the real time performance for the image processing basically.
(5) The feature points from the Gabor filter can accuracy and directly support for measuring depth information in the stereo vision.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents a binocular target tracking using the feature tracking method of Gabor filter. The tracking method introduced is an automatic tracking one according to Gabor filter by itself. Due to the characteristic and performance of Gabor filter, a new method of parameter choosing is put forward, which is based on the sobel operator. As the basic information, the suitable orientation parameters can be calculated by sobel detection, then choose the scale parameters for Gabor feature which can get the energy maximum. All above courses form the characteristic points for the image. The target tracking method saves arithmetic time and support for the three-dimensional information with the stereo vision. The experiment indicates that the arithmetic the paper presents can accomplish the target tracking in the binocular vision system perfectly with target identification function.
The follow-up work will be around the next parts: acquiring the target three-dimensional geometrical depth information from the characteristic points collected by the binocular vision, that means ensuring the distance from the target according to the target coordinates in the both images with the triangulation method, improving the tracking efficiency and resolving smooth stability in the complex wrong structure environment. . 
